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DSC813913091. JPG, 20110920.AVI, DL_MUSICFILE. MP3 - every
computer user knows them: meaningless file names generated by the
digital camera, smartphone or download manager.

F-Rename brings light into the data dark and renames any number of
files according to freely selectable patterns. It is easy to apply
different pre-defined renaming patterns or define individual
patterns.

With just a few mouse clicks, you can number or date entire file
collections and rename your MP3 files based on ID3 tags.

The individual renaming function offers the highest possible
flexibility. Not only does it allow you to use many tags, but it also
helps to convert, shorten, and partially or completely replace
existing file names.

The preview and log features ensure that you never lose track of
your valuable data.
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1 Information

In this chapter you will find general information about F-Rename, the available editions, order and
contact details as well as the version history of the software.

1.1 Edition comparison

F-Rename is available in two different editions. The following section is intended to show you
the differences between the available editions and to make it easier for you to decide which
edition is right for you.

Trial version

The trial version of F-Rename can be tested without restriction for 14 days. It provides
all functions of the software. After the test period, the individual menu items can no
longer be used.

Trial users will not receive free technical support via email.

Professional Edition (full version)

F-Rename Professional can be purchased for 19.90 USD (private license) or 39.90 USD
(company license) from the ASCOMP Software GmbH online shop. This edition can be
used without any time restrictions.

Professional Edition users receive free software updates and free technical customer
service for two years from the date of purchase.

1.2 Purchase & contact info

Purchase

The Professional Edition can be ordered via the ASCOMP Software GmbH online shop. In
addition to the immediate delivery of your login details, which entitles you to
download the full version, our shop system also offers dealers/resellers particularly
favorable conditions for reselling our products.

F-Rename Professional is available as a private license for 19.90 USD and as a company
license for 39.90 USD (including all taxes that may apply).

Contact

https://www.ascompsoftware.com/en/shop
https://www.ascompsoftware.com/en/shop
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F-Rename is a product of ASCOMP Software GmbH, Germany. You are welcome to
contact us in one of the ways mentioned below.

By email (recommended): support@ascompsoftware.com

By phone: 0900-1019091 (0.49 EUR per minute from the German landline network)

Postal address: ASCOMP Software GmbH, Graf-Leutrum-Street 10, 71229 Leonberg,
Germany

1.3 Version history

Version 2.0 (published on 28th November 2020)

+ Support short year number
+ Save last folder
+ Tagging function optimized
+ Ignore invalid characters
+ Multi-language support

Version 1.0 (published on 2nd December 2015)

+ New release

mailto:support@ascompsoftware.com
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2 Main menu

The main menu of F-Rename, which acts as the start screen, controls access to all program
functions.

Numbering

Adds an incrementing number to selected files, either before or after the file name, whereby
the original file name can be retained, modified, converted or replaced.

Dating

Adds a time stamp to selected files according to a freely selectable pattern, whereby the
original file name can be retained, modified, converted or replaced. The time stamp can
optionally be formed from the date of modification of the respective file, the creation date of
the respective file, the recording date of the respective image file or the current date.

Tagging

Adds ID3 tags to selected files according to a freely selectable pattern, whereby the original
file name can be retained, modified, converted or replaced. The artist / artist, album, track,
title, comment or year of the MP3 file can be used as tags, provided these tags are available.

Custom renaming

Changes file names of selected files according to a freely selectable pattern. All tags available
in F-Rename and supported by the respective file can be used. In addition, all or only certain
occurrences of a character string in the original file name can be replaced, the file name or
parts of it can be adjusted in terms of upper or lower case and unwanted characters can be
removed from the file name.
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3 Renaming

3.1 Numbering

This function numbers selected files according to a freely selectable pattern.

Step 1: Select files

The files to be renamed can be selected using the browser object known from Windows
Explorer. All files marked with a check mark are included in the process.

If you check a folder, all the files it contains, as well as the files contained in the subfolders,
are included in the process.

Step 2: Options

Here you define the pattern according to which the selected files should be renamed.

Keep original file name

Activate this option to keep the previous file name unchanged and to add the numbering in
front or in the back.

Use new file name

Activate this option to completely replace the previous file name with a new file name. If
you leave the input field empty, only the desired numbering will be used as the new file
name.

Replace in original file name

Enable this option to replace a specific string in the file name with a new one. If you leave
the New string input field empty, the string entered under Old string will be removed from
the file name without replacement.

Attach to original file name

Enable this option to add a character or string to the front and / or the back of the file
name.
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Convert original file name

Activate this option to convert the previous file name and / or the file extension (also
known as the file format). Possible conversion functions are:

· Conversion to uppercase or lowercase letters

· Convert first letters of words in the file name to uppercase

· Convert only the first character of the file name to uppercase

Append numbering after file name

Activate this option to add the numbering to the end of the file name.

Insert numbering before file name

Activate this option to add the numbering to the front of the file name.

Insert separator

Activate this option to insert a freely selectable separator between the numbering and the
file name.

Bracketing numbering

Activate this option to put the numbering in brackets. Via the type of brackets you can
choose between the following types of brackets:

· ( )

· [ ]

· { }

Fill with zeros

Activate this option to fill the remaining spaces of the numbering with zeros. The number
of digits can either be determined automatically or freely selected.

Assign start number

Activate this option to set the number of starting numbers. If no starting number is given,
it starts at 1.

Sample

The label sample shows the planned new file name of the first selected file taking into
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account the settings made. The display is updated automatically as soon as you make
changes to the settings.

Save as default setting

Activate this option to define the settings made as default values for later renaming in this
program area.

Step 3: Order / preview

Adjust the order here and see in advance which renaming will be carried out by F-Rename.

Change order

The order of the numbering can be adjusted by selecting a sorting option or by dragging /
moving an object up or down. The following automatic sorting orders can be selected via
the Change order field:

· Alphanumeric Ascending / Descending: Sorts the files alphanumerically based on the file
name.

· By creation date in ascending / descending order: Sorts the files in ascending or
descending order according to the current date of creation.

· By date of change in ascending / descending order: Sorts the files in ascending or
descending order according to the current date of the change.

Rename files

Starts renaming the selected files as shown in the preview window. When the process is
complete, a detailed list of the changes made is displayed, which is saved in the form of
an HTML log in the F-Rename application data folder (provided the log function has not
been deactivated). Generated reports can be called up in the main menu via the menu
item Reports.

3.2 Dating

This function dates selected files according to a freely selectable pattern.

Step 1: Select files

The files to be renamed can be selected using the browser object known from Windows
Explorer. All files marked with a check mark are included in the process.

If you check a folder, all the files it contains, as well as the files contained in the subfolders,
are included in the process.
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Step 2: Options

Here you define the pattern according to which the selected files should be renamed.

Keep original file name

Activate this option to keep the previous file name unchanged and to add the date in front
or in the back.

Use new file name

Activate this option to completely replace the previous file name with a new file name. If
you leave the input field empty, only the desired date will be used as the new file name.

Replace in original file name

Enable this option to replace a specific string in the file name with a new one. If you leave
the New string input field empty, the string entered under Old string will be removed from
the file name without replacement.

Attach to original file name

Enable this option to add a character or string to the front and / or the back of the file
name.

Convert original file name

Activate this option to convert the previous file name and / or the file extension (also
known as the file format). Possible conversion functions are:

· Conversion to uppercase or lowercase letters

· Convert first letters of words in the file name to uppercase

· Convert only the first character of the file name to uppercase

Append date after file name

Activate this option to add the date to the end of the file name.

Insert date before file name

Activate this option to add the date to the front of the file name.
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Insert separator

Activate this option to insert a freely selectable separator between the date and the file
name.

Bracketing date

Activate this option to put the date in brackets. Via the type of brackets you can choose
between the following types of brackets:

· ( )

· [ ]

· { }

Based on

Here select the date on which the dating should be based. Possible dates are:

· File creation date

· File modification date

· Recording date of picture / movie

· Today's date

Formatting

Enter the formatting that is to be used for dating. Use the available date and time tags by
clicking the associated buttons to insert the respective tag. You can insert any text
before, between and after tags.

Sample

The label sample shows the planned new file name of the first selected file taking into
account the settings made. The display is updated automatically as soon as you make
changes to the settings.

Save as default setting

Activate this option to define the settings made as default values for later renaming in this
program area.

Step 3: Preview

The preview list shows in advance which renaming will be carried out by F-Rename.
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Rename files

Starts renaming the selected files as shown in the preview window. When the process is
complete, a detailed list of the changes made is displayed, which is saved in the form of
an HTML log in the application data folder of F-Rename (provided the log function has not
been deactivated). Generated reports can be called up in the main menu via the menu
item Reports.

3.3 Tagging

This function uses existing ID3 tags to rename MP3 files according to a freely selectable pattern.

Step 1: Select files

The files to be renamed can be selected using the browser object known from Windows
Explorer. All files marked with a check mark are included in the process.

If you check a folder, all the files it contains, as well as the files contained in the subfolders,
are included in the process.

Schritt 2: Options

Here you define the pattern according to which the selected files should be renamed.

Keep original file name

Activate this option to keep the previous file name unchanged and to add the desired ID3
tags to the front or back.

Use new file name

Activate this option to completely replace the previous file name with a new file name. If
you leave the input field empty, only the desired tag formatting will be used as the new
file name.

Replace in original file name

Enable this option to replace a specific string in the file name with a new one. If you leave
the input field New character string empty, the character string entered under Old
character string will be removed from the file name without replacement.
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Attach to original file name

Enable this option to add a character or string to the front and / or the back of the file
name.

Convert original file name

Activate this option to convert the previous file name and / or the file extension (also
known as the file format). Possible conversion functions are:

· Conversion to uppercase or lowercase letters

· Convert first letters of words in the file name to uppercase

· Convert only the first character of the file name to uppercase

Append tags after file name

Activate this option to add the desired tags to the end of the file name.

Insert tags in front of file name

Activate this option to add the required tags to the front of the file name.

Insert separator

Activate this option to insert a freely selectable separator between the tags and the file
name.

Bracketing tags

Activate this option to put the required tags in brackets. Via the type of brackets you can
choose between the following types of brackets:

· ( )

· [ ]

· { }

Formatting

Enter the formatting that is to be used for the ID3 tags. Use the available ID3 tags by
clicking the associated buttons to insert the respective tag. You can insert any text
before, between and after tags.

Sample
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The label sample shows the planned new file name of the first selected file taking into
account the settings made. The display is updated automatically as soon as you make
changes to the settings.

Save as default setting

Activate this option to define the settings made as default values for later renaming in this
program area.

Step 3: Preview

The preview list shows in advance which renaming will be carried out by F-Rename.

Rename files

Starts renaming the selected files as shown in the preview window. When the process is
complete, a detailed list of the changes made is displayed, which is saved in the form of
an HTML log in the application data folder of F-Rename (provided the log function has not
been deactivated). Generated reports can be called up in the main menu via the menu
item Reports.

3.4 Custom renaming

This function uses all tags available in F-Rename to rename files according to a freely selectable
pattern.

Step 1: Select files

The files to be renamed can be selected using the browser object known from Windows
Explorer. All files marked with a check mark are included in the process.

If you check a folder, all the files it contains, as well as the files contained in the subfolders,
are included in the process.

Schritt 2: Options

Here you define the pattern according to which the selected files should be renamed.

Assign new file name

Activate this option to completely replace the previous file name with a new file name. If
you want to use tags, they can be inserted in the input field using the buttons below the
input field.
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Please note that not all tags may be supported by the respective file. Unsupported tags are
ignored when renaming and do not trigger an error.

Replace in original file name

Enable this option to replace a specific string in the file name with a new one. If you leave
the input field New character string empty, the character string entered under Old
character string will be removed from the file name without replacement.

Occurrences of the old string to be replaced

Select here which occurrence(s) of the old character string should be replaced.

Consider case sensitive

Activate this option if you only want to replace the old character string in exactly the
same case with regard to upper and lower case.

Also apply to file extensions

Activate this option if the old character string should also be replaced in the file
extension if it is available there.

Convert file name

Activate this option to convert the previous file name and / or the file extension (also
known as the file format). Possible conversion functions are:

· Conversion to uppercase or lowercase letters

· Convert first letters of words in the file name to uppercase

· Convert only the first character of the file name to uppercase

· Invert / reverse the previous upper and lower case

Apply to

Select here whether the conversion should only be applied to the file name, only to
the file extension or to both values.

Remove from file name

Activate this option to remove certain individual characters from the file name and
optionally from the file extension.
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Remove characters

Enter the characters to be replaced here. If you want to replace several characters,
enter them one after the other in the input field without separators / spaces.

Consider case sensitive

Activate this option if you only want to remove the selected characters in exactly the
same case with regard to upper and lower case.

Also apply to file extension

Activate this option if the selected characters should also be removed from the file
extension if they are available there.

Remove all characters from character

Activate this option if you want to shorten the file name to a certain length.

Remove all characters until character

Activate this option if you want to remove the first x characters of the file name.

Sample

The label sample shows the planned new file name of the first selected file taking into
account the settings made. The display is updated automatically as soon as you make
changes to the settings.

Save as default setting

Activate this option to define the settings made as default values for later renaming in this
program area.

Step 3: Preview

The preview list shows in advance which renaming will be carried out by F-Rename.

Rename files

Starts renaming the selected files as shown in the preview window. When the process is
complete, a detailed list of the changes made is displayed, which is saved in the form of
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an HTML log in the application data folder of F-Rename (provided the log function has not
been deactivated). Generated reports can be called up in the main menu via the menu
item Reports.
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4 Application

4.1 Settings

Read here which setting options F-Rename offers and what their effects are.

Check for updates at program startup

Activate this option if you want F-Rename to automatically search the Internet for a newer
program version on the official F-Rename website when the program starts.

You can start the update check manually by clicking on the version number in the top right
corner of the main menu (start screen).

Save window size and position

Activate this option if the F-Rename program window is to be started automatically at the
same screen position as the last session and should retain its former window size.

Create logs

Activate this option if F-Rename should automatically generate reports in HTML format as soon
as a renaming is carried out.

The log files are stored in the application data of the current user under \ AppData \ Roaming \
ASCOMP Software \ F-Rename \ Logs and can be viewed and managed via the Logs menu item.

4.2 Logs

In the Protocols menu, you can view HTML protocols of renaming that have been carried out.

Existing protocols are listed in the form of tiles and can be loaded with a click of the mouse. All
tiles are labeled with a title, consisting of the type of renaming (numbering, dating, tags
renaming, individual renaming), the completion date of the campaign and the result.

Delete logs

Use the Delete logs button to delete all F-Rename protocols that have been created.

Note: The log files are stored in the application data of the current user under \ AppData \
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Roaming \ ASCOMP Software \ F-Rename \ Logs.
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